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 GM‘s Notes
Chief Hare Sai Seng, Hare of the Day Fancy Pants, together with Mother Hen and myself, set off down the
hill to set the run for the evening. It had been decided not to go the usual way in, up the cliff face, but to 
go past the watertank and turn left. Great in planning but the area was a rubbish tip!!! It was strewn 
everywhere and one had to be careful negotiating the broken tiles, dried cement and other ‘builders 
rubbish’ as well as the ‘other’ rubbish too.

Once through that however it was left climbing the hill a little as the usual bush and wild boar 
‘playgrounds’ opened up in front of us to connect with the usual path. Up the path a bit more and then 
right towards Mount Pleasant. In order not to disturb the PH3 50th Anniversary paper we kept on the 
lower ledge traversing the hill. However we couldn’t miss it all and we did criss-cross it on times as they 
too used the same hill. The Hare had printed his own special ‘Fancy Pants’ Run’ paper which helped a lot 
and this we laid in clear view all the way up the long climb to the top of the ridge. Then it was over the 
now decayed log until we hit the downward path taking one to Leader Garden/Beverley Hills.

 Down we went here, then left partway to get back across to Shamrock. It has been quite some time 
since we used this path and the absence of paper was noticeable. The farm towards the bottom was 
deserted but the dogs were still around although they ran off as we approached. It’s longer than you 
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think this downward stretch but we shouldn’t complain as I understand the whole area is earmarked for 
yet more development and hence access will be impossible in the future and yet another runsite and 
trails will be closed to Hashing forever!!!!

Despite the hazy evening the usual hardcore hashers gathered and as they walked down the road Samy 
arrived in time to slake the thirst of the beer drinkers mooching around the runsite. Fifty minutes later 
Money and Black Condom reappeared together and remarked how they had had a good workout. But 
where was Goodyear?? The other began to arrive too and low and behold Goodyear sauntered in along 
with Tiny. The last to return was Ian around 7.30pm when it was dark but he was saying that it was only 
at the end to cross the stream that he needed his torch, so the carrots must be doing him some good!!

Tasty Nasi Lemak was the food of the evening and alongside free beers given by the Hare it made for 
another great Harriet night. Many thanks Fancy Pants!!

Circle
1. Speed Hound and Huge were the first to cool their bums as they were rewarded for their 

achievements in reaching 1100 runs (SH0) and 200 runs for Huge. Congratulations to you both.
2. A charge from the floor saw Iceman bring Black Condom to the ice. The heinous crime of not 

joining up the bar was found proven!!
3. The Goodyear and Money comedy show continues with the latest episode. There was no initial 

oath swearing at the beginning this week but each charged each other with SCBing. However 
both could prove they did the whole run. So they both sat on the ice!!

4. Silentman should have stayed silent!! He went to Charlie market for the run but in Hash nothing 
stays secret for long!!

5. Fancy Pants then charged Black German with having dementia. Apparently BG was heading for 
Bee Gallery as he hadn’t been reading the venue changes in the Newsletter but found himself at 
Charlie Market. Both of course the WRONG venue anyway!!

6. Fancy Pants, as the hare of the Day, was then suitably thanked for a GOOD run, GOOD food and 
FREE BEERS!! Thanks Theo.

PH3 had their 50th Anniversary run last Saturday the 24th October. What a great achievement! Over 20 
Harriet members signed up through us and others were there representing their other Chapters. I 
understand there were over 500 people registered. There were 3 runs, the longest reaching over to 
Moonlight Bay and was adjudged to be around 11 KM long. The food was good and there was plenty of 
beer to cool the thirsty and some heavy rain to cool the hot ones!! The party went on until late into the 
night although some of us skipped off a bit earlier.

Congratulations to PH3 on reaching your wonderful milestone!! 

ALWAYS CHECK THE RUN SITE BEFOREHAND AS THERE MAY BE LAST MINUTE CHANGES
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Run 2281 29-October   Mohan

Bee Gallery 

Date Hare/Bunny Venue

2282 5-Nov Hugh Mount Pleasure
2283 12-Nov Mark Chong
2284 19-Nov DIWALI RUN
2285 26-Nov Jennifer
2286 3-Dec Endiran Charlie's Market
2287 10-Dec Ganesh Jln Tembaga Indian Temple
2288 17-Dec CHRISTMAS RUN
2289 24-Dec Kim Looi Bee Gallery
2290 31-Dec COMMITTEE RUN



November Birthday Babes

12th Nov 15th Nov 15th Nov

   18th Nov    20th Nov 26th Nov

   26th Nov 27th Nov



Iced for a senior moment

1100 runs.  Seriously? Get a life asap



Silence is golden, and next to impossible too

Both iced for not short cutting



One hot Hare . . . see that ice melt!

50th Anniversary of PH3 . . .





Moses' fillyfaddle at Ian's farewell party

A penny for your thoughts



Not allowed in Malaysia



INVITATION RUNS





By taking part in a Hash House Harriets Penang run or event, you agree not to hold the
organisers or any affiliated individual responsible for any injury or mishap that may

happen to you.

May 2016

Ref: INTERHASH

Date: 17th to 22nd May 2016

email:  info@interhash2016.com

Website: register at www.interhash2016.com

May 2016

Ref: INTERHASH

Date: 17th to 22nd May 2016

email:  info@interhash2016.com

Website: register at www.interhash2016.com

October 2016

Ref: Petaling Jaya Hash House Harriettes 40th Anniversary

Date: 22nd October 2016 ( Saturday)     

Fee:   RM 100 per person before 31-12-2015, RM 120 after 
Closing Date:  31st July 2016 (after goodies not guaranteed) 

Venue:  Bukit Tinggi 

Registration Time:    12.00 noon

Email: pjhash@gmail.com

Contact Persons: Touch & Go +0122176612
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